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Measurements & Cue Reliability

• Acoustic measurements of 1,056 speech tokens (35 

cues) in Praat (Boersma & Weenik, 2016)

• 12 talkers in 15 vowel contexts (Schatz et al, 2016)

• Calculated cue reliability using cue-weighting metric 

from Toscano & McMurray (2010)

• Metric takes into account within-category variance 

(σ) and distance between category means ():
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DISCUSSION
• VOT is the most reliable cue by far. Even the second-best 

cue (SM) is much lower in reliability

• Models with VOT and multiple secondary cues reach 

human-level performance (98%)

• Secondary cues can give the listener some information to 

assist in accurate categorization, but the classifier is never 

able to achieve human-like performance without VOT

• However, a VOT-only model still falls short—a cue-

integration approach including VOT and secondary cues, 

offers the best model of categorization

• VOT appears to be a necessary, but not sufficient, cue for 

voicing judgments

• Voice onset time (VOT) and voicing is a model cue-

category system for studying how human listeners 

map sounds onto linguistic categories

• In English, VOT is a primary cue for distinguishing 

voiced stops (/b,d,g/) from voiceless stops (/p,t,k/)
(Lisker & Abramson, 1964)

• VOT is highly reliable, but is it invariant?

• Alternative and secondary voicing cues have been 

suggested (e.g. F1 onset, f0 onset, vowel length)
(Lisker, 1975; Summerfield & Haggard, 1977; Toscano & McMurray, 2012)

• Models must specify which cues listeners use, and 

match the high level of human accuracy; approx. 

99% accurate
(Toscano & Allen, 2014)

• To test invariance hypothesis and primary of VOT, 

evaluate models of speech categorization that:

1. Include VOT as a cue by itself, 

2. Use VOT in conjunction with other cues, or 

3. Evaluate voicing categorization without VOT
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Models

• Multinomial regression classifiers implemented in R
(R Core Team, 2016)

• Each model used a randomly-selected 90% of

tokens for training, tested on the remaining 10% a

total of 500 times.

• Evaluated the following models with VOT:

1. VOT alone

2. VOT and vowel length (VL)

3. Set of phonetically-relevant cues (VOT, VL, F1

onset, F2 onset, and f0 onset)

4. All 35 cues

• Evaluated the following models without VOT:

1. Second-most reliable cue- initial spectral mean

2. Spectral mean (SM) and VL

3. SM, VL, F1 onset, F2 onset, and f0 onset

4. All 35 cues without VOT

• To test classification accuracy without VOT, we first 

tested a model with the second-best cue alone 

(spectral mean; SM). 

• This classifier fell far short of the VOT-alone model, 

reaching only 71% accuracy

• Addition of VL brought accuracy to 72%

• 5-cue model (SM, VL, f0, F1, F2) performed at 78%, 

which still falls far short of human listeners

• 34-cue model (all cues except VOT) reached 

accuracy of 87%, much lower than classifiers with 

VOT included

Model results

• With VOT as the only voicing cue, classifier did 

extremely well: mean accuracy of 95%

• However, performance still short of human listeners

• VOT and VL model performed significantly better 

than the VOT-only model at categorization (t=12.76, 

p<.0001), with a mean accuracy of 97%

• 5-cue model (VOT, VL, f0, F1, F2) performed at 

approximately listener level (98% accuracy)

• 35=cue model (all measured cues) performed 

similar to the 5-cue model

Models with VOT

Models without VOT

Acoustic Measurements

• All tokens plotted in a VOT x VL space (i.e., two most 

reliable uncorrelated cues)

• Very little overlap between categories, suggesting 

categorization accuracy should be high based on just 

these two cues

VOT

Spectral meanF2

F1f0

VL

• Distributional statistics for six voicing cues from previous 

phonetic and perceptual studies

Cue Reliability

• Cue reliability metric reveals VOT as substantially more 

reliable than other cues

• Sorted reliability follows a power law function


